Resolution

Virtual Meeting of the executive committee of All India Judges Association was held on 24th of January 2021. Along with members the meeting was also attended by honorable president justice Rajendra Prasad and advocate Ms Mayuri Raghuvanshi.

Following resolutions are adopted after thorough discussion.

1. **Regarding hearing before honorable High Court on 16th of March** - It was decided that before the hearing we should complete the process of preparing memorandum and tendering it before Hon. Attorney General and hon. Solicitor General and amicus and try to get their appointment for physical or virtual hearing.

2. **Regarding hearing before the second National judicial pay commission for service conditions** - It is resolved that justice reddi be pursued for extension of the commission to continue hearing in respect of service conditions and other aspects.

3. **Regarding the incident of assault on Mr. Pradhan judicial officer from Bihar** - All India Judges Association has basically to raise the issue of security for the judges beyond the office hours and for providing secured accommodation to the judges which are either assigned or in government Colony so that security aspect of judges and their family members can be taken care of by providing security to the entire cluster of accommodation of judges or all the government officers including judges. In the discussion it came forward that these objects can be achieved if the Supreme Court refers these issues to SNJPC. It is therefore resolved that the purpose can be achieved by filling intervening application in petition filed by advocate Tiwari regarding the incident of assault on Judge Mr. Pradhan.
4. **Regarding the petition filed by some judges to raise the retirement age from 60 years to 62 years** - It is resolved that the All-India judges Association shall file interim application seeking joinder of necessary party and request Supreme Court to refer the issue to the second National judicial Pay Commission.

5. **Regarding the petition filed by the bar Council of India regarding recruitment of civil judges** - During the discussion it emerged that divergent views are received by the executive members from the judicial fraternity about recruitment of fresh graduates in the cadre of Civil Judge. Reports are received from the district judges the calibrate of fresh graduates to discharge functions of a judge is poor as compared to the civil judges recruited with experience at bar. Considering these diverse opinions, it was resolved that an intervening application be filed and it be requested that this issue also should be referred to SNJPC for Collection of data and considering pros and cons of Recommendations FNJPC to recruit fresh graduates in the cadre of civil judges.

6. **Regarding the petition filed for providing proper infrastructure for judiciary** - It is resolved that All India judges Association shall file an application to intervene and request for sending all such issues for consideration to SNJPC. It is resolved that in similar matters also same step be taken.

7. **Regarding collection of funds** - It is resolved that letters be sent to State Association of judges requesting them to contribute to All India Judges Association to build up a Corpus.
8. Considering the amount of work assigned to MS Raghuvanshi and the time she is giving for SNJPC matter it is resolved that Rs 1 lakh be paid to her towards professional charges and expenses. Shri Randheer Singhji to do needful.

Honorable president participated in the meeting and addressed to all of us. I am thankful to hon. President and all the executives who participated in the meeting,

Dr. Ajay Nathani